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Co:Writer® Universal 
iPad, Chromebook, Desktop— 
ALL for ONE PRICE!

Co:Writer removes spelling and grammar barriers  
so students feel confident to express not just 
what they can spell, but what they really want  
to say. The new Co:Writer Universal removes  
all boundaries to this expression. Whether on 
iPad, Chromebook, or desktop, students access 
their favorite writing tool. They can pick their 
writing up instantly, from anywhere, on all of 
these platforms.

Integration Between Platforms
For students to improve their writing, they need 
to write a lot—not just at school, but at home  
too. In the past, transferring files between school 
and home and across computers was challenging 
at best, and sometimes impossible. Co:Writer 
Universal eliminates this obstacle entirely.  
Students simply write in the Co:Writer interface, 
and they can pick the writing back up anywhere, 
even on another device. Student settings  
and Topic Dictionaries are also shared between 
platforms and across devices!

Data-Driven Decision-making
How much are your AT tools being used? Co:Writer  
Universal answers that question. Built-in data collection  
constantly monitors student writing. You can now graph  
usage data and vocabulary of individual students  
and groups. You’ll know exactly which students  
(and teachers) are using the tools, and which  
may need some help or encouragement.

iPad Chromebook Desktop

donjohnston.com/cowriter

Data Available
Fall 2014.

Check Website
for Details.



The word or phrase  
is added to the sentence.

Listen to the predictions  
and make a selection.

Start typing. Co:Writer  
predicts words or phrases 
based on the context  
of the sentence and topic.

 

 



 

NEW!

 Schoolwide access 
 Upcoming features included 
 Take-home rights 
See pricing at  
donjohnston.com/pricing

Unlimited Site License  
Subscription
Truly the least restrictive option:
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In less than a year, Co:Writer for iOS has already 
made the list of top 100 most popular education 
apps. It includes many of the key supports you’ve  
relied on to help your most struggling writers over 
the years, like FlexSpell and Topic Dictionaries.  
And now what is written with Co:Writer on your  
iPads integrates with the Chrome app on  
Chromebooks and desktop.

Many districts are going one-to-one Chromebooks  
and are moving from Microsoft Office to Google 
Drive. We believe that moving from one platform 
to another shouldn’t be a barrier, so we developed 
Co:Writer for your Chromebooks and computers  
running Chrome. It seamlessly integrates into  
the Chrome browser and works wherever students 
need writing assistance. 

Over 5,000 districts rely on Co:Writer word prediction  
for their most struggling writers. In the Mac and  
Windows-compatible desktop version, Co:Writer  
Universal builds on its 20-year heritage, and now  
integrates with Chrome and iPad versions.  
In addition, Co:Writer Universal features testing  
accommodation supports and new data reporting  
to better inform instruction and accommodation 
usage.

Co:Writer Universal  
Features:

How Co:Writer Works

Co:Writer Universal Includes:

Easy access across platforms
Write in one platform, pick it back up on another, 
in another location. Changes on one platform 
will be immediately available on any other.

One Simple Price
gives school and home access to all platforms 
and upcoming features!

Linguistic Word Prediction
Uses the context of the sentence to predict  
the next word or phrase. This is crucial for  
your most struggling writers.

Get your best price for
schools or individual students at
donjohnston.com/quote

Data Tracking
How much are your AT tools being used?  
Co:Writer Universal answers that question  
with built-in writing and usage data so you  
can make good implementation decisions.

Testing Accommodations
New high-stakes assessments require more  
writing than ever. Restrict features in Co:Writer  
to comply with your state policies. 

Over 4 Million Topic Dictionaries
Click to access millions of Topic Dictionaries,  
covering ALL curriculum topics!

Personal Dictionaries
Quickly add words and phrases that pertain  
to you: the names of your school, your best 
friends, your street address, or terms from  
your favorite hobby. 

FlexSpell
If your students spell elephant like “lfnt”,  
they will benefit from FlexSpell. It turns around 
the most egregious spelling errors. 

See computer/device compatibility  
at donjohnston.com/software-requirements
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